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can pass significant savings on to you. In
fact, the price per ounce of silver content in
the Canada Silver Dollars is less than you
would pay to purchase bullion-priced coins
such as US Silver Eagle Dollars or US 90%
Silver Coins.
With several one-of-a-kind coins and only
limited quantities of other featured offers,
there may be a number of quick sellouts.
Once again I urge you to review our offers,
then right away call our Trading Desk tollfree at 800-527-2375 to check if the coins are
still in stock and confirm your purchases.
Most of these are also outstanding fresh
purchases that Tom and David brought back
from California:

Over the past 36 years, PCGS and NGC
together have certified just 42 of this variety
in MS-63 condition and only another 51 in
all higher grades. Either this piece or one
we had in 1983 is the finest quality specimen we have ever had in stock. We can
count on one hand all the specimens in any
grade that we have had in inventory over
more than five decades. PCGS Retail is
$1,100, but we could not find any recent
auctions or comparable quality pieces elsewhere for sale. $1,095.

Spectacular One-Year Type 1875
-CC Seated Liberty Dime With
Mintmark Above The Bow: Seated

Choice Mint State-63 Brown Ken- Liberty Dimes were struck from 1837 to
1891. Branch mints issues, bearing
tucky Plain Edge Token, circa
mintmarks, were struck from 1839 to 1891.
1792: From 1792 to 1794, a series of tokens In every year of branch mint production, the
were struck in England to help cover the
mintmarks were placed below the bow at the
shortages of circulating coins in America.
bottom of the reverse. In only one year—
Around the periphery of the obverse is the
1875—some were struck at the Carson City
phrase “Unanimity Is The Strength Of Socie- and San Francisco Mints with the mintmarks
ty. In the center a hand holds a scroll that
placed above the bow.
reads, “Our Cause Is Just.” On the reverse, E
This NGC-certified Very Choice Mint-64
Pluribus Unum” is around the periphery with beauty is the finest example we have ever
a triangle of 15 multi-pointed stars arranged
had the honor to offer. The piece exhibits
in a triangle in the center. Each of these stars strong blue toning all over both sides, with
features the initials of one of the fifteen states. hints of golden toning around the periphKentucky became the 15th state in the Union ery—attesting to its original surfaces.
on June 1, 1792. As the top star in the trianMintage of the 1875-CC Dimes with the
gle features the letter “K,” these tokens have mintmark below and above the bow totaled
since been titled Kentucky Tokens. This is
4,645,000, with no breakdown available.
the Plain Edge variety that has been certified Combined, PCGS and NGC have certified a
as Choice Mint State-63 Brown by NGC.

At the time this coin was issued, it was
illegal for Americans to own it, so the mintage of 16,000 pieces was sold elsewhere in
the world. Even today, relatively few are to
be found in America. This NGC-certified
Choice Mint State-63 specimen is one of
only 90 certified there, along with another 88
in all higher grades. There are a handful of
pieces current offered for sale on eBay at
prices from $800 to more than $1,100. Buy
this one for only $725.
P.S. In 1944 King Farouk persuaded the
US government to export a 1933 $20.00 St.
Gaudens Double Eagle, a coin that was never released into circulation and were supposedly all melted down by the US Mint.
This coin disappeared when the new government seized Farouk’s assets. In 1996 the US
government seized the coin when it was being brought back to the US, then negotiated
a settlement that allowed this one specimen
to be privately owned. That coin last sold in
auction in 2021 for $18,872,250.

Thousand Year Old Mint State-64
Silver Denar Issued By The King
Who United Germany: After the reign

of French Emperor Charlemagne, the areas
in modern-day Germany were considered to
be French—despite the language differences.
When Otto I (The Great) succeeded his
father as the King of Saxony In 936, he
fought family members and dukes and margraves of the other German kingdoms to
become king of a united Germany—and
eventually the Holy Roman Emperor. He
expanded his domains to include part of
France and Italy as well as lands to the east.
Otto I, his son, Otto II, and grandson, Otto
III, issued a common-design Silver Denar
from 955-1002 of which this NGC-certified
Very Choice Mint State-64 coin is among
the highest quality survivors. Crudely struck
but almost perfectly round. $295.

1875-CC Liberty Seated Dime, Mintmark Above Bow,
MS64 NGC Certified - $1,750

Germany, Saxony, (955-1002), Otto I-II, Denar,
MS64 NGC Certified - $295

Bargains In US Rarities!
by Tom Coulson, LCS General Manager

Last week LCS Senior Numismatist and GIA-Certified
Diamond Grader David Hartung and I “walked the floor”
at the huge Long Beach Exposition in California. Normally this is a show where only a single staffer attends. But, it
has become increasingly difficult to find desirable rarities,
much less at reasonable prices, so we have become even
more aggressive at seeking bargains for our valued customers.
We didn’t take much inventory to offer for sale, typically
consisting of coins that don’t meet our strict quality standards or that we consider to be currently overpriced. Still,
our sales there ended up being 4-5 times what would be
typical for that show. However, I am pleased to report that
our tactic of sending two LCS staffers did enable us to
come up with some exceptional bargains. In particular, I
was able to hand-select several specimens of Mint State
Trade Dollars, the elusive US coins struck to enter circulation outside of the US. When added to a few special coins
we recently purchased in our showroom, we have enough
to tempt almost every collector.
Some of the coins listed below, such as the 1908 Proof
Barber Half Dollar and the 1891-S $20.00 Liberty, are the
highest condition specimens we have had in our 51 years in
business! Most of the rest are among the very nicest we
have carried in our inventory.
Each coin has been independently certified by either the
Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS) or Numismatic
Guaranty Corporation (NGC) as well as meeting our own
fussy standards.
Since each coin is one-of-a-kind, we have omitted the
order blank. To check on availability and lock in your order, I urge you to promptly call our Trading Desk today,
toll-free, at 800-527-2375. Consult the chart on the Computer Quotes page for postage charges. For fastest shipment, you can use your Visa, Mastercard, or Discover
charge cards to have your purchase shipped to the credit
card billing address.
As with all of our numismatic items, your satisfaction is
guaranteed. You have 14 days upon your receipt to return
these notes for a full, prompt,
no-questions refund.

US Silver Coins
US 1908 Barber Half Dollar, Gem Proof-65, NGC—
$1,950. Over the 24 year Barber Half Dollar series, the
Philadelphia Mint struck a
combined total of 17,313
Proofs. That is dwarfed by
current annual proof half dollar mintages of at least a half
million to well over a million
pieces. Among the 24 years of

Proof Barber Half Dollars, the 1908 has the 4th lowest
mintage of just 545 coins! Over the past 36 years, PCGS
and NGC combined have certified only 159 of the Proof
1908 Barber Half Dollars in Gem Proof-65 and all higher
grades. This coin is easily the finest example we have handled. The original surfaces exhibit blue toning around the
periphery and golden-brown in the center.
PCGS Retail is $2,050. We could not find any recent
examples of this date offered in other dealer lists or selling
in auction. However, we did find more common dates of
Proof Barber Halves in this grade selling in auctions over
the past two months for $1,800, $1,680, and $1,620.
US 1940 Walking Liberty Half Dollar, Superb Gem
Mint State-67, NGC—$775. This beauty is tied with one
or two others as the highest
quality piece we have ever
offered of this date. The mintage of 9,156,000 at the Philadelphia Mint that year was
lower than were struck there
for each of the years 19411946. Together, PCGS and
NGC have certified 576 1940
Walkers in this lofty condition
and a mere 171 more in all
higher grades combined.
Beautiful original blazing
white surfaces over almost the
entire coin, with hints of toning around the obverse periphery. PCGS Retail is $1,000, but we managed to get a great
buy on this amazing beauty.
US 1875-S Trade Dollar, Mint State-61, NGC plus
CAC—$1,495, Mint State-62, PCGS—$1,595, and
Choice Mint State-63, NGC—$1,995 (1 coin of each
available). Trade Dollars were only struck for circulation
purposes for six years, from 1873 to 1878. Proof only issues were then struck from 1879 through 1885. The intention was that these coins would circulate in Asia in competition with issues from other
countries. As a result, these
coins contain about 1.8% more
silver content (0.7874 troy oz)
than the earlier Seated Liberty
and later Morgan and Peace
Silver Dollars (0.77344 troy
oz) that circulated domestically. By exporting more than 35
million of these coins, the US
government helped absorb the
massive quantities of silver
that were then being mined in
Colorado, Nevada, and elsewhere. Despite this, silver
prices fell, leading the US

government to revoke their legal tender status—the only
US coins thus far to have suffered this fate.
While it was legal at the time for these coins to circulate
in America, few did. The number of surviving Mint State
Trade Dollars is minuscule compared to the Morgan or
Peace Dollars. While the 1875-S Trade Dollar has a mintage of 4,487,000, third highest of the series, PCGS and
NGC combined have certified a mere 305 in Mint State61, another 532 in Mint State-62, 4 more in Mint State62+, 485 in Choice Mint State-63, and only another 520
in all higher grades.
The Mint State-61 specimen offered here has almost
total white original surfaces. The Mint State-62 piece has
light gray surfaces with some darker toning around some
of the periphery. The Choice Mint State-63 coin has almost completely white surfaces.
The PCGS Retail catalog value for this date is $1,250
for MS-61, $1,500 for MS-62, and $1,750 in MS-63.
However, at least the catalog value for MS-63 is understated as the PCGS Retail for any common date Trade
Dollar is $2,250. The lowest retail price for the MS-61
1875S Trade Dollar we found offered elsewhere was $2,000.
In the past three months, common date MS-63 Trade Dollars have sold in auction for $1,625, $2,040, and $2,703.
US 1878-S Trade Dollar,
Mint State-62, PCGS—
$1,495. With a mintage of
4,162,000, this is the 4th
highest mintage of all
Trade Dollars. This date
has a total PCGS and NGC
population in Mint State-62
and all higher grades of just
776, making it significantly
rarer than the 1875-S in
high quality. This piece
features moderate to heavy
original gray toning across
both sides.
PCGS Retail is $1,500.

total PCGS and NGC MS-63 and higher population is a
mere 2,015, making them more than 127 times rarer than
the 1904 in high quality!
This is almost certainly the finest specimen of this date
we have ever handled among the perhaps five Mint State
pieces we have ever handled in our 51 years in business!
PCGS Retail is $4,500. The three coins that sold in major
auctions over the past two months went for $3,960,
$4,506, and $4,266,.
US 1898-S $20.00 Liberty, Very Choice Mint State64, NGC—$3,095. This is
the “common” issues of the
four dates offered here.
Mintage was 2,575,175. The
PCGS/NGC combined population is 7,355 for MS-64 and
higher grades, which means it
is still more than 13 times
scarcer than the 1904 in high
grade.
PCGS Retail is $4,500, but
two specimens sold in major
auctions over the past three
months for $3,360 and
$3,840. This coin is a much
better deal.
US 1899-S $20.00 Liberty, Choice Mint State-63,
NGC—$3,495. Mintage of
2,020,300. The PCGS/NGC
total MS-63+ population of
4,476 means it is more than
57 times as scarce as the 1904
in top condition.
PCGS Retail is $4,500.
Two coins sold in major auctions over the past two
months—at $3,600 and
$3,960. We have also found
two specimens currently offered for sale by competitors,
each priced at $4,600. Obviously, this beautiful example
US Gold Coins
is a better value.
US 1891-S $20.00 Liberty, Choice Mint State-63,
US 1900-S $20.00 Liberty, Choice Mint State-63,
PCGS—$3,995. This is the first of four lovely spot-free
PCGS—$3,495.
Mintage
$20.00 Liberties in Choice
2,459,500
and
a
combined
Mint State-63 quality, acquired in different transac- PCGS/NGC MS-63 and
nicer population of only
tions. Even though all
2,515. That makes nice
have high mintages, they
specimens of this date more
are still far below that of
than 102 time rarer than the
the 6,256,699 struck for
the common-date issue. In 1904 in high grade!
This coin also has a PCGS
Choice Mint State-63 and
all higher grades, they are Retail catalog value of
$4,500, but the highest refar more scarce than the
cent major auction sale
1904.
price only reached $3,840.
For example, the 1891-S
$20.00 Liberty has a mintage of just 1,288,125. The

Canada’s Controversial Commemorative!

1958 Totem Pole “Death” Silver Dollars!
—At a lower cost per ounce of silver
than most “bullion” products!
To commemorate the gold rush centenary and the
establishment of British Columbia as a British
Crown colony, the Royal Canadian Mint struck a
commemorative silver dollar in 1958. The design is
dominated by an Indian totem pole, a wooden post
carved and painted in a stacked series of symbolic
designs that tell a story, and was erected in front
of Indian dwellings.
The totem pole concept was chosen by Mint officials as British Columbia is the only area in Canada
where they are constructed. Unfortunately, the
1958 commemorative silver dollar was issued without first consulting the native Indians about the
meanings of the design elements.
Upon release, however, Mint officials quickly
learned that they had made a serious mistake—
coastal Indians claimed that the artist included a
Raven totem signifying death!
Ever since, these coins have been popular with
collectors.
For the first time in eight years, we now have a
moderate quantity of Mint State Canadian 1958 Totem Pole Silver Dollars.
While they last, you can purchase a 20-coin roll of
Mint State-60+ Canada 1958 Totem Pole Silver Dollars for just $309 (which maths out to a price of
$25.75 per ounce of silver content). You may also
order a 10-coin mini-roll of Mint State-60+ Canada
1958 Totem Pole Silver Dollars for just $159 (a
price of $26.50 per ounce of silver content).
As there are only a limited number of rolls available, we have omitted the order blank. I urge you to
call our Trading Desk today, toll-free, at 800-527
-2375 to check on availability and lock in your order. Refer to the chart on the Computer Quotes
page for postage charges. For fastest shipment,
you can use your Visa, Mastercard, or Discover
charge cards to have your purchase shipped to the
credit card billing address.
As with all of our numismatic items, your satisfaction is guaranteed. You have 14 days upon your
receipt to return these coins for a full, prompt, noquestions refund.

by Allan Beegle, LCS Chief Numismatist

First Strike Perfect Mint State-70
2010 US 1/10 Oz Gold
American
Eagles!
Last week I was able
to snap up a modest
group of Perfect Mint
State-70 2010 $5.00
1/10 Ounce Gold American Eagles, all certified
by the Professional
Coin Grading Service
(PCGS) as First Strike
coins. This designation
indicates that the coins
were submitted to PCGS
within 30 days of the initial sale of these coins by
the US Mint.
First strike coins are desirable to collectors for
multiple reasons. These coins were struck by dies
at the beginning of production, which means the
details are slightly sharper on the coins compared
to later coins struck after the dies have deteriorated and worn from usage. These coins also have the
least risk of being handled by multiple people before they were encapsulated. Several of the US
Mint Authorized Purchasers (primary distributors)
send these coins direct to the grading services in
still-sealed US Mint shipping boxes, assuring their
peak possible state of preservation.
There are some marketing companies that prey
upon unknowledgeable members of the public to
sell high grade certified Gold and Silver Eagles as
rarities at multiple times what these coins sell to
informed numismatists. So, we are delighted to be
able to offer this group at prices less than quoted
elsewhere.
Upon purchasing this group, I checked and saw
that last month, individual pieces of these coins
sold on eBay for prices from $260 to $295. But you
can purchase them from Liberty for less!
While they last, you can purchase one or more of
these beautiful treasures at the LCS money-saving
price of just $245 each. Limit four coins per customer. No exceptions.
Call our Trading Desk toll-free at 800-527-2375
to verify availability and to confirm your order.
As with all of our numismatic items, your satisfaction is guaranteed. You have 14 days upon your
receipt to return these coins for a full, prompt, noquestions refund.
by Allan Beegle, LCS Chief Numismatist

Affordable Historic
US Collector Coins
—From The 1800s!
by Tom Coulson, LCS General Manager

Experienced collectors know that there are
many historic US coins from the 1800s that are
affordable on almost any budget. True, that almost always means looking for coins that actually entered circulation rather than the elusive
Mint State or Proof pieces.
Nonetheless, collectors enjoy the search for attractive problem-free examples of coins with totally different designs,
and even denominations,
than are struck by the US
Mint today.
The lower-priced surviving problem-free coins
are often not really worth
the cost of sending them
to a certification service,
as the added cost doesn’t
support these coins selling for a higher price.
Yet, there are collectors who, for whatever reason, have submitted their affordable US collector
coins from the 1800s to either the Professional
Coin Grading Service (PCGS) or Numismatic
Guaranty Corporation (NGC). Here at LCS, we
are constantly on the lookout for such coins
when we can obtain them for the same prices as
uncertified specimens.

While working last week at the major Long
Beach Expo, I managed to acquire a few more of
these specimens to enable a general offering to
you. Each of the coins listed below has been certified by PCGS or NGC as well as meeting out
strict quality standards. They are all one-of-akind except I managed to acquire two of the
1834 Bust Dimes in Very Good-8 condition.
Therefore, we have omitted the order blank. I
suggest that you quickly call our Trading Desk
today, toll-free, at 800-527-2375 to check on
availability and lock in your order. Refer to the
chart on the Computer Quotes page for postage
charges. For fastest shipment, you can use your
Visa, Mastercard, or Discover charge cards to
have your purchase
shipped to the credit
card billing address.
As with all of our numismatic items, your
satisfaction is guaranteed. You have 14 days
upon your receipt to return these notes for a
full, prompt, noquestions refund.

Affordable Historic US Collector Coins From The 1800s!
Coin
1833 Classic Head Half Cent
1854 Type 2, 3 Cents Silver
1830 Bust Dime
1831 Bust Dime
1832 Bust Dime
1834 Bust Dime
1834 Small 4 Bust Dime
1888-S Seated Liberty Dime

PCGS/NGC Population
Grade
Mintage For Grade PCGS Retail LCS Price
Very Fine-35
120,000
38
$165
$130
About Uncirculated-55 671,000
91
$325
$275
Very Good-8
510,000
17
$75
$75
Very Good-8
771,350
32
$75
$69
Very Good-8
522,500
28
$75
$69
Very Good-8
635,000
25
$75
$69
Very Good-10
635,000
29
$90
$85
Very Fine-35
1,720,000
4
$70
$69

